
EASY AND QUICK SCIENCE FAIR PROJECTS

We teamed up with kid science guru Steve Spangler to get the coolest experiments you can try at home, including
color-changing milk and a Mentos Diet Coke.

Any experiments that are a must-do? Simply add a gummy bear to water. Can you forecast the weather
yourself? Some of the most impressive experiments are the simplest, and demonstrate fundamental scientific
concepts. More info. Divide the yogurt into four batches. Which liquids prevent seed germinations?
Helmenstine holds a Ph. How Do Gummy Bears Grow? Did water evaporate before the alcohol? Easy ones to
test are water, orange juice and rubbing alcohol such nail polish remover. Is it bigger or smaller? You can
mark the tub if you want a simple more-less comparison or break out the measuring cup if you want to know
exactly how much water you used. That's we've provided a few great science experiments you can do at home,
in one night, with things you most likely already have on hand. Which heats more quickly on a sunny day?
Which color of material heats the quickest and cools the quickest? Does gender? Which uses more water, a
bath or a shower? Create Fireworks in a Jar â€” Find out what happens when you do a simple experiment with
water, food coloring and vegetable oil. Kiddos can learn about how evaporation works liquid turing to gas and
see if all liquids evaporate at the same rate. Or are they the same? So how about an experiment that keeps
apples from turning brown? This project is an easy experiment for even the youngest of kids. Set this up by
having your subject take tests of comparable difficulty with and without music or with different types of music
playing. Procedure: You can use any white food for this experiment, but we recommend plain yogurt.
Continue Reading. The ability to breath, taste, smell and hear all are great starting points as the ideas in this
section demonstrate. These are also great rainy-day activities with your kids, even if there isn't a science fair in
sight. Which sense is better at helping you identify food, taste or smell? Head to the store and buy a three to
five boxes of microwave popcorn from different brands and then find out which one pops the best. Why does
it seem like there are so few green pieces? Put the same amount of each yogurt into unmarked plastic cups.


